
True Wireless Sport Earbuds

Push Active™ is our newest true wireless model with 
a fit that won’t fall out. With hands-free voice control, 
flexible over-ear hooks and superior water & 
sweat-resistance, they are the ultimate audio partner 
for any active adventure.

KEY SELLING POINTS

SKULL-IQ TECHNOLOGY
Exclusive Skull-iQ technology 
improves sound, gives the listener 
hands-free, interruption-free 
control and enhances safety with 
Stay-Aware Mode. Push Active 
responds to voice commands and 
boasts other advanced features 
like Share Audio, Spotify Tap and 
�rmwear update capabilities to 
unlock future technologies.

- Hands-Free Voice Control
  • Stay-Aware Mode
  • Activate Device Assistant
  • Spotify Tap™
- Share Audio
- Customize Button Functions
- Over-the-Air Updates via 
 Skullcandy App

FEARLESS USE
With a water, sweat and dust 
resistance rating of IP55, Push 
Active is ready for your most 
intense workout. Ten hours of 
battery life in the earbud and 34 
more hours available in the 
charging case ensure Push Active 
can easily keep up all day. Secure 
over-ear hangers keep Push Active 
comfortably in place, and it comes 
with Tile™ Finding Technology 
built-in — if an earbud is misplaced, 
you can simply ‘ring’ it from the 
free Tile app. 

- IP55 Sweat, Water, and 
 Dust Resistant
- Built-In Tile™ Finding Technology
- Secure Over-Ear Hanger
- Up to 44 Hours of Total Battery
  • 10 Hours in Earbud
  • 34 Hours in Charging Case

SIMPLIFY YOUR LISTENING
Despite its impressive menu of 
advanced features, Push Active is 
intuitive and easy to use. The �rst 
time Push Active is removed from its 
charging case, it automatically 
powers on and enters pairing mode. 
After that, Push Active automatically 
pairs with the last device used every 
time it’s activated. With Push Active 
and the Skullcandy App, you can 
start Spotify, adjust volume, skip 
tracks, take calls, and activate an 
assistant without ever touching 
your phone. 

- Auto On/Connect & Earbud 
 Battery Report
- Call, Track, and Volume Controls 
- Use Either Bud Solo
- Rapid Charge: 10 Minute Charge 
 = 2 Hours Playtime
- Activate Assistant

SUPREME SOUND
At Skullcandy, we specialize in great 
sound. Custom EQs allow the user to 
personalize their sound and dual 
noise-reducing microphones provide 
exceptional call clarity. Push Active 
features microphones and drivers 
that have been selected and expertly 
tuned, in combination with our 
noise-isolating �t, to deliver the best 
audio quality for any music genre
or media. 

- Premium Audio Quality
- Preset + Custom EQ Modes
- Dual Noise-Reducing Microphones
- Noise-Isolating Fit

Smart Feature 
Technology™


